Landscape Project of The Year &Unique Use of Concrete
The Denver Residence landscaping package includes a wide
range of stone materials from
around the world that had to be
installed to exact performance
standards. The Gallegos Corporation installed hand carved
Golden Granite from China at
the arrival court fountains.
Carved Mountain Green Granite
from Minnesota makes up the
spectacular cascade fountain that is only one of three like it in the world.
Pawnee Buff and Colorado Rose sandstone cover all of the residences
flatwork and Zen patios laid in ornamental patterns. Cottonwood Limestone from Kansas form the very detailed entrance monument into the
property. The source of the fountain is a hand carved Amber Gold and
Mountain Green font from Cold Springs Granite that feeds the upper
most source fountain pool. There are three collection pools and chadars
along the way that are made up of flamed green granite. The final element in the cascade fountain was the collection pool and waterfall. The
waterfall was created using a carved Mountain Green chadar and large
Mountain Green panels with raised half round ribs every 6” that the water could boil over on it’s way to the collection pool. One of the more
challenging aspects of this final waterfall is that there were to be two
different water flow settings to be employed. The first setting allowed
the water to flow over the chadar and down the ribbed panels spilling
into the collection pool. The second setting allowed for increased flow
and actually forced the water over the chadar with so much volume that

it creates a perfect sheet of water that torrents into the pool below. The
arrival court fountain was hand carved by artisans in China prior to shipment to the project. The fountain consists of hand carved treads and
risers, a large very detailed plinth fountain riser, carved top cap and
carved source fountain.
This installation was very
demanding as well, as our
working tolerances for
joints was 1/8” inch.
The arrival court paving was a mixture of
Golden granite with a
hand hammered Pineapple finish and flame
treated Mountain Green
granite. The Golden
granite made up an intricate spoke type pattern that was infilled with the Mountain Green granite
pavers. Meticulous installation techniques were employed to make sure
the intricate pattern was executed perfectly. The beauty and varying
materials used on this project are only rivaled by the level of detail that
went into the installation of those materials. The end product is a breath
takingly beautiful site package that amazes all who enter this project.
From entering the Cottonwood limestone entry monuments, continuing
on to the hand carved Chinese Golden Granite arrival court and fountain,
looking up to the Mountain Green granite cascade fountain, and finally
entering the house on formal Pawnee sandstone walkways and patios.
Thank you to the Foremen Zac Quinones & Fernando Velasco.

Congratulations!

Employee of the Month

A big congratulations goes out to Mariah Dermody, Bill
Dermody’s (Div 32) daughter, for qualifying for the
Little Britches National Finals in Barrel Racing. The
finals will be held in Pueblo, CO. Good Luck Mariah!

Summer Picnics
Each Gallegos location will be holding their own
summer picnics this year. Talk to your division president to find out where yours will be.
Vail’s picnic will be held Friday, September 15th from
4:00 pm—8:30 pm at the Brush Creek Pavilion in Eagle.

August employee of the
month. Juan Vega of Division

21. Juan was presented with the
challenge of modifying 4 antique
French fireplace surrounds at the
Sunshine Ranch project, which
included quite a bit of sculpting
and a lot of improvisation regarding how to erect the
surrounds. Juan’s 12 years of experience with Gallegos
Corp came in handy as he was able to use his creativity
to erect an on-site fabrication shop to complete this difficult project. The design team was constantly changing
the requirements for this work and Juan was able to
quickly meet and exceed their expectations. Juan’s vast
experience in both the marble shop and in Division 21
allow him to be a true reflection of what we mean when
we say “Building Solutions for Distinctive Projects”.
Congratulations Juan!

Blaine is currently constructing an Art Rock climbing boulder at the entrance to the new Gypsum Rec.
center donated to the town by Gerald and TGC. As is common, Blaine met with the design team and worked
out design and criteria to meet their desire to have something the kids could climb on and around without damaging anything.
Result is a rock 8' tall and approx. 6' around that will entertain kids for years to come. Blaine's enthusiasm and creativity have
once again created a work of art that all employees and families of TGC can be proud to be associated with.
Recently completed as well Blaine constructed boulders integrated into the swimming pool of the Liniger res. in Castle
Pines. When our competition was unable to rise to the challenge Blaine went in and created rock structures that went into
the swimming pool which tied the existing rock cliff adjacent to the pool into the water itself . When completed even the competitors commented on how talented Blaine is when it comes to replicating the real thing. Thanks for all the hard work and creative
solutions you provide Blaine!

Baby Announcements
Congratulations on the arrival of

Eunice Cleare Colin
Born to Salvador & Patricia Colin
on June 6, 2006,
weighing 8 lbs. 9 oz.

Merik Kelly Kuhn
Born to Billy &Courtney Kuhn
on June 10th, 2006,
Weighing 7lbs. 4 oz.

STAR GRADUATE!
Bridget Peters, the daughter of Division
31’s Blaine Peters and wife Colleen, recently graduated 4th in her class from Rifle High School, receiving six different scholarships for the college of her
choice. Bridget played on the Varsity Softball team
three out of four years, and was All Conference her
Junior and Senior years.
Bridget will be attending the School of Mines in
Golden, CO where she will study Chemical Engineering.
Good luck, Bridget!

Wedding Announcements
CONGRATULATIONS!
Berniece & Frank
Gutierrez
Married on July 15, 2006

SAFETY NEWS
ESL English as a Second Language
Colorado Mountain College CMC offers at no charge for individuals
to learn a second language. CMC has seven levels of English studies
at the Edwards Campus and
three at the Glenwood campus.
Each new student is prescreened
to determine his or her class
level. There are currently 475
ESL
students enrolled at the CMC
Edwards campus for the summer
semester.
Here is a photo of Urbano Castaneda (Amigo) in class. Manual Ortiz and Juan Bacerra, Foreman for
Division 20 have been enrolled in the ESL program for 3 years and
both state that the program has made a positive impact with their job
and community contribution. Our reading and writing skills have increased significantly and more importantly the communication we
now have with the General Contractors is so much better.
The next semester starts August 28 and goes through December 15,
2006; there is an open house July 24, 2006 at the Edwards Campus
for anyone that is interested. Learning a new language is a life long
endeavor, though the endeavor is worth the success.

THANK YOU!
A special thanks to all those involved in management in
both Div's 31 and 40 for picking up the extra work load in the
last 3 months that have enabled me to spend time assisting
the Denver Plaster Div.. I know there have been many long
days spent covering the added challenges all have faced in
order to get the work done. It is a blessing to be working with
such a talented group.
Gary Woodworth, Division President

DIVISION 32 CHANGES
Scott Christensen has been moved into the role of Div. VP
as part of the restructuring process. In addition Kevin Hughey
has been moved to operations manager to handle all aspects
of field operations. Scott and Kevin will provide a solid team
that will improve leadership and management in the Denver
plaster Division as part of the strategy to improve profitability
and performance.

Julie & Ron
Moreno
Married on
August 26, 2006

Habitat for Humanity
Division 22 recently
participated in a Habitat for Humanity
project where nationwide 7000 homes
were built in 7 days. The emphasis for
these homes were relief for Katrina
victims. Denver masonry secured all
the materials free of charge from our
vendors such as Threewit Cooper Cement Co., Robinson Brick Co. and Rio
Grande Co. We then put our unit masonry crew on the job and installed
8000 brick, 62 lf of stone sills and
heads, washed, demobilized and turned
it over to the painters and landscapers

in two days. Gallegos employees on the job were Ric Maxson,
Kent Maxson, Phil Bux, Jeff Nicholson, Clay Banks, Gary Clifford Sr., Carlos Calderon, Gabe Fairorth, Angel
Ramirez, Luis Duran, Josh Dickerson, and family
member employees Melanie Maxson, Daniel Maxson, and Gary
Clifford Jr. Denver Masonry teamed up with K.Z. Smith and Co.
general contractor and Keane Smith
was even rumored to have helped out
as a laborer. Special thanks goes out
to Ric Maxson for spearheading our
efforts and to Kent Maxson for putting in the mobilization and cleaning time necessary. A good job for
a good cause.

Happy Birthday!
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JULY
Flores, Pedro Aaron (32)
Chavez, Eleazar Lopez (24);
Evancho, Samuel G. (31)
Romero, Andrew A (20)
Alejos, Roberto Hernandez (50);
Boen, Braidy D. (90)
Orenday, Raul Gaspar (31);
Ramos, Miguel Orenday (20)
Martinez, Joaquin (21); Perez, Ricardo
Chavez (20); Wiethoff, Jason Charles (21)
Antillon, Fernando C (20)
Vega, Jose Alonso (21)
Esparza, Abel Rodriguez (20); Hernandez,
J Jesus Orenday (23)
Chavez, Benito Hurtado (23); Velazquez,
Rolando (21)
Gomez, Luis Cruz (21); Saucedo, Fermin
Ortega (22)
Duenas, Juan (20); Marquez, Rosalie
Rowena (10); Medina, Adrian Barranco
(23); Villaneuva, Edgar A (20)
Lopez, Jose Luis Alvarado (22)
Jacobson, John P (20)
Olvera, Carlos Roberto Razo (50);
Quinonez, Magdaleno (22)
Geist, Wesley W (20); Parra, Jose Roberto
Martinez (20)
Atilano, Julio Cesar Sanchez (22); Quint,
Garrett Lee (31); Villalobos, Ramon (21)
Gonzalez, Alvaro Salcido (21)
Harrison, Benjamin W (21)
Lizardo, Adolfo Parra (20); Velasco,
Fernando Gallegos (22)
Markwell, Casey A. (23); Ortiz, Manuel S
(20); Rodriguez, Gerardo Mauricio (24)
Hernandez, Hugo Martin Dominguez;
Hernandez, Juan Carlos Parra (90); Paez,
Salvador Franco (22)
Belisle, Dacia Diann (10); Gallegos, Hillary
(10); Ramierez, Armando Huerta (24)
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AUGUST
Avila, Alfredo Macias (24); Davila, Ismael
Ramirez (31); Pereida, Benjamin Garcia
(50)
30
Ramirez, Filemon Gallardo (31); Trinidad, 31
Gustavo Velazquez (24); White, Ruth
Barker (10); Zukowski, Bryan J (10)

Ponce, Alfredo Murillo (21)
Cedeno, Cayetano (23); Martinez, James
A. (50); Munoz Garcia, Jose De Jesus
(20); Puebla, Julio Cesar Guzman (20)
Gordon, Lori A. (10); Harrison, Daniel
Wayne (21); Martinez, Adam Benito 31)
Banks, Clayton Anthony (22); Serna,
Antonio Cabral (22); Woodworth, Chad
Allyn (31)
Baez, Roberto Reyes (40); Juarez, Luis
Horacio Parra (21); Meraz, Jose Abigael
Jaquez (31)
Garcia, Jose Angel (90); Rodriguez,
Roberto Hernandez (31; Vega, Sostenes
Gallardo (31);
Arellano, Sergio (31); Gallegos, Glen H
(10)
Hermosillo, Hipolito (20); Hernandez,
Jose Juan Martinez (31); Schmid,
Andrew P (10); Wood, Rozina (10)
Munoz, Arturo Rivera (20)
Morales, Erasmo (21)
Cozco, Jacinio Gallardo (50); Jaimes,
Jacinto (22); Saldivar, Cesar Escobar
(22); Velasco, Salvador Lopez (90)
Chairez Hernandez, Sergio Luis (20
Caro, Jesus Antonio (31); Reyes, Martin
Munoz (22); Robles, Carlos Hernandez
(90)
Franklin, Marvin L (10); Hernandez, Juan
Hernandez (31)
Delgadillo, Alejandro Carrera (21);
Tippetts, Steven D (23)
Eisenhart, Randy Jay (40); Fernandez,
Berniece Y. (10); Ocampo, Gilberto
Sanchez (24); Williams, Ricky Scott (22)
Andreatta, Floyd C (21); Gutierrez,
Frankie D (94); Montoya, Donald (40);
Urbina, Jorge Isaac (24)
Schmidt, Andrew P. (90)
Bernal, Eduardo (40)
Lujan, Harry (31);
Becerra, Felipe Carreon (20); Becerra,
Lourdes (10); Villa Jr, Paul Louis (50)
Glandon, Todd (23)
Blake, Zachery W (24); Nino, Jaime
Pizano (32); Pantoja, Ramon Paredes
(24)

HEALTH TIP—Quick Hands On Stress Relief
1.

2.

3.

4.

Anniversaries!
1 year
William F. Kuhn (10); Jose Rodriguez (20);
Rosa Isela McGuire (21); Shaw, Keith R. (21);
Ruiz, Jose M (23); Lujan, Harry (31); Martinez,
Adam Benito (31); Steele, Mack Eldon (31); Fahey,
Francis Jeremiah (32); Mikelson, Jeffrey C. (40);
Ponder, Lisa Diann (10); Caro, Jesus Antonio (31);
Munoz, Alejandro (31); Rock, Aaron Christian
(32)
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The Town of Minturn
held their parade on
Sunday, July 2nd and
as always Gallegos was
well represented. The
parade was a big success. Kids enjoyed The
Gallegos balloons along
with the candy. A big
thank you to all the volunteers.

3 Years
Valdez, Bryan R (10); Hughey, Kevin W. (32);
Guzman, Jose Maria (20); Puebla, Julio Cesar
Guzman (20)
4 Years
Gordon, Marcette D (20); Slocum, John C (22)

Due to the fire ban Minturn did not have fireworks this year. Instead
they had a candle lighting ceremony that survived the rain. Gallegos
was happy to sponsor
that ceremony.

5 Years
Belisle, Dacia Diann (10); Woods, Michael J (10);
Martinez, Thelmo Rafael (21); DeKowzan, Jason
Philip (20); Vega, Rigoberto Castaneda (23);
6 Years
V, Jose Lopez (21); Passey, Richard R. (20)
Patton, Daniel E (31)
8 Years
Becerra, Juan Ramon (20); Becerra, Ramon (20)
9 Years
Antillon Jr, Fernando (20); Geist, Wesley W. (20)
10 Years
Ramos, Michelle (10); Serson, Taylor R (21);
Woodworth, Jamie L (31)
11 Years
Saucedo, Fermin Ortega (22)
13 Years
Lisardo, Juan DeParra (20); Breda, Arthur J. (21)

THE SCALP SOOTHER—Place thumbs behind your ears & spread fingers on top of
14 Years
your head. Move your scalp back & forth slightly by making circles with your fingerZukowski, Bryan J. (10)
tips for 15-20 seconds.
THE EYE EASER—Close your eyes & place your ring fingers directly under your eye18 Years
brows, near the bridge of your nose. Slowly increase pressure for five seconds, then
Pereida,
Jimmy
R.
(50);
Franklin, Marvin L. (10);
gently release. Repeat 2-3 times
Dwyer, Patrick G. (31)
THE SHOULDER SAVER—Place your left hand on the right side of your neck by
your shoulder. Press fingers firmly into the muscle while tucking your chin in towards
your chest. Example & hold for 10 seconds, release, then repeat on the left side.
THE PALM PLEASER— Lace your fingers together, leaving thumbs free. Slowly
knead your left thumb into the palm of your right hand for 20-30 seconds. Then repeat
on your left hand.

2 0 0 6

4th of July
2006

2 Years
Kraft, Casey Michael (10); Siemonsma, Paul Thomas (10); Garcia, Noel Quinones (20); Flores, Jose
Antonio (21); Harrison, Benjamin W (21)
Ferguson, Russell Dean (22); Kahtava, Bryan
David (22); O'Brien, Kristina Lynne (22); Dirks,
Quinn Devin (20); Harrison, Daniel Wayne (21);
DiGregorio, Charles (23); Jaquez, Manuel M. (31);
Meraz, Jose Abigael Jaquez (31)

7 Years

J U L Y / A U G U S T

The Town of Vail put on The theme of the parade
Vail America Days again this year was “All American” and Gallegos enthis year and Gallegos
tered a float celebrating
was the proud sponsor
of the 4th of July Parade the All American
mountain sports of both
that wound from Gold
the summer and winter
Peak to Lionshead.
seasons.
Kids enjoyed the red and
blue balloons and the
adults appreciated the
cold bottled water
handed out from the
Gallegos tent.
Thanks to Mike Haller
for organizing and
orchestrating our efforts
at the tent. Thanks also
to all who helped with
the balloons and the
water.

A big thanks to Dacia
Woodworth for designing
our float and parade
awards and for spending
hours making sure both
were perfect and ready
for the events! Thanks to
our guys in the shop for
making the awards and
driving our float!

The Gallegos
Corporation’s Mission
To finish each job
completely with the
highest quality and
with safety “the first
time.”
Provide construction
and construction management services of
the highest professional standard.
Generate profit from
these services while
adding value to our
customers &
employees.
Continue to grow as
the industry leader.
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